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Allocation in Balance
By Vincent Young

What’s the longest time you’ve had to wait for
something? A few hours? A day? Several weeks?
Months? A year? Several years? What was it and
why were you willing to wait to get it?”

Time Horizon
In investing, the length of time you are willing
to wait to use the money that you have invested
is called your time horizon. If you plan on
waiting just five years or less, most financial
professionals would consider it to be a short
time horizon. If you plan to wait 10 or more years
before using your money, it’s considered a longterm time horizon. An intermediate time horizon
would be somewhere in the middle, between five
and 10 years.
In most cases, the further away you are from
your time horizon, the more risks you can take
with your investments. Investors willingly make
risky investments because they hope to earn
higher returns. Risk is the possibility of your
investments losing money. “Returns” refers to
the money your investment earns.
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The example that is often given is the
comparison between an older person, who is
near retirement or ready to stop working, and a
young person just starting out in a job or career.
The assumption is that the younger person
has a longer time horizon so they can pursue
potentially higher returns by making riskier
investments.
If the young person’s investments experience
losses, they have the time to recover. The older
person who is typically near retirement does not
have the time to do this.

Asset Allocation
Investors diversify their investments (meaning
they invest in an assortment of companies from
a variety of industries) to reduce the losses
that may result from risky investments. To help
manage their risk, they also invest in different
assets. An asset can be a stock, bond, or mutual
fund. Your asset allocation refers to how much
each asset in your portfolio contributes to your
portfolio’s total returns. It is usually noted as a
percentage.
For example, your portfolio can be made up of
60% stocks and 40% bonds. Your portfolio can
also be divided up further. You can decide to
have 50% of your portfolio invested in stocks,
20% invested in bonds, 20% in mutual funds, and
leave 10% as cash. Most investors determine their
asset allocation based on their time horizon and
their risk tolerance. Risk tolerance refers to how
comfortable an investor is with taking financial
risks.
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Knowing your time horizon and risk tolerance
will help you figure out the most effective
asset allocation for you. If you have a long
time horizon and plan to buy and hold your
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may work best for you. The
term “buy and hold” means
you intend to keep the assets
you have bought for a long
time even if their prices begin
to drop. You “hold” on to these
assets with the belief that their
prices will rise again.
Strategic asset allocation
is considered a “passive”
plan, meaning investors
don’t trade often.
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return, your asset allocation
might now be 70% stocks
and 30% bonds because your
stocks now represent a larger
percentage of your portfolio’s
value.

rebalancing is to bring your
portfolio’s asset allocation back
to what you originally decided
it should be.
Stock prices fluctuate
frequently. This means your
asset allocation may
change frequently too.
However, just like you pay
commissions and fees
inThe Stock Market Game,
the costs of trading a lot in
the real world can be high.

If you have a short
or intermediate time
Financial professionals
horizon and prefer to
have different opinions
trade the assets in your
about how often you
portfolio frequently, you
should rebalance
might choose a tactical
your portfolio. Some
asset allocation plan. A
recommend you set a time
tactical asset allocation
to rebalance your portfolio.
plan is the opposite
For example, once every
of “buy and hold.” A
three months (quarterly)
tactical asset allocation
or every year (annually).
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TO THINK ABOUT
1.

Assuming portfolios holding a large percentage of stocks are risky, how would you rebalance the
portfolio in Figure 1 so it is less risky? What would you buy? What would you sell?

2. Visit the Account Holdings section of your Stock Market Game portfolio. How is your portfolio
currently weighted? In your opinion is it a risky portfolio? How would you rebalance it so it is less
risky? Use examples of assets you would trade.
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